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From the Editorial Board 

Editorial 

The international flavour of A TN 20 is unmistak
able - and that is how it should be! It was the 
Founding Editor's  intention to cover as wide a 
geographical and chronological span in the Old 
World as possible. For the Editorial Board it is 
particularly encouraging to see articles by contribu
tors whose work has not appeared in ATN before. 
Perhaps we should reiterate: if you have something 
to say about your current research or new views on 
old research - or just some provoking ideas - don't 
hesitate to give us the chance of printing them! 
A TN offers a platform to announce any textile
related work which you have in hand; and what you 
write can be the briefest of interim statements, if 
you so wish. The turn-round time between the 
receipt of your manuscript and its appearance m 

print wil l  be as short as we can make it. 

Many employers, universities and research insti
tutes, are increasingly evaluating their employees in 
terms of their published output. As an outlet, ATN 

meets the strictest criteria: it is a multi lingual inter
national refereed learned journal . We need not be 
modest about what we can offer our authors. 

Most of ATNs subscribers are individuals, but 
there is also a l ist of subscribing institutions. It is in 
everyone's interest that ATN should be as widely 
and publ icly accessible as possible. So, if your 
institutional l ibrary does not have it, get them to 
subscribe! 

John Peter Wild 
Department of Archaeology 
University of Manchester 
Oxford Road 
Manchester M13 9PL 
UK 
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Notice to subscribers: At intervals ATN publishes 
the current l ist of subscribers and their addresses. 
No one has ever objected to this; however, anyone 
who does not wish to appear is asked to contact the 
Editor. The autumn 1 995 number of A TN will 
include the current l ist of subscribers. 

Subscription renewal notices were sent out with the 
November 1 994 issue of ATN. Subscribers who 
have not renewed their subscription by the end of 
1 995 wil l  not receive the Autumn 1 995 number. 
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Doing the Textiles 

Will you do the textiles? Most textile scholars rec
ognize this question, put to them by an archaeolo
gist who has found some textiles and wants her/him 
to examine them. Following a positive answer, the 
archaeologist hands over the textiles to the special
ist, and afterwards thankful ly receives a report and 
a chapter entitled "The Textiles" for the forthcom
ing book. The archaeologist rarely has any sugges
tions for what he/she wants from the textile special
ist, except, perhaps, a certain number of words and 
i l lustrations. The textile specialist is left to decide 
what to do with the textiles. 

How, then, are we doing the textiles? What are we 
doing with them? The normal procedure is to ana
lyse the textiles, make a catalogue, do some statis
tics to establish the relationship between fibres, 
spin, twil ls and tabbies, and discuss how this group 
fits in with other textiles from the area or period in 
question, highlighting any deviations from the nor
mal. This is generally what the archaeologist ex
pects, and gets. But is this really what we want? 
Those who have done several such groups of tex
tiles wil l  know about the boredom of repeating the 
same procedure as last year, and the doubts whether 
this is really very interesting. 

Until recently, archaeology has tended towards the 
positivist ideal of finding the Truth. According to 
this school of thought, a theory must be proven true 
to be regarded as good science, and the worst that 
may happen to you is that somebody finds a fault in 
your work. This way, research easily turns into 
producing perfect descriptions, because these cannot 
be criticized. That is a main reason why so many 
archaeologists are guarding their finds so zealously: 
the merits go to him/her who publishes them, i .e. 
describes them in writing. That goes for textile 
archaeology as well .  But is that really what we 
want to do? Perfect descriptions of textiles, ten or 
ten thousand of them, fol lowed by comparisons and 
a few, indisputable (and often rather lame) conclu
sions? 

Since the 1 970's, archaeology has been moving 
away from the positivist ideals. Several new schools 
have appeared: processualists, structuralists, func
tionalism, postprocessualism, etc. Each of them 
emphasizes different ways of thinking. A main 
result of this development is pluralism: few people 
now care about Truth; instead, there are many 
truths, discussions, theories and arguments. As one 
of the leading theoretical archaeologists said at a 
seminar at our Department recently: it doesn' t  mat
ter what you are saying, as long as you argue for it. 

The new ideas have not yet really been adopted by 
textile archaeology, although some important efforts 
have been made. Elizabeth Barber's  Prehistoric 
Textiles is a major step, as one of the first attempts 
to write a synthesis of the early history of textiles, 
and an exceedingly readable one at that. And it's 
amazing to see how widely it is being read: it's 
being quoted here, there and everywhere now, al
though it is only four years old. Another interesting 
effort has been done by Marie-Louise Stig S0rensen 
in a paper on the construction of gender through 
appearance, based on a study of Danish Bronze Age 
costumes. 

This spring, several queries have appeared on my e
mail from students all over the world looking for 
textile studies with a theoretical perspective. The 
times they are a-changing. It 's  time to take up the 
challenge and start asking new questions when 
doing our textiles, like why instead of how, where 
and when. Doing that, we can make our textiles tell 
a story - many stories, and make doing the textiles 
much more fun. 
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Features 

A Roman Textile Bracelet from Dorchester, Dorset 

In 1 93 8, a small textile bracelet was found in a 
presumed late Roman burial in the Colliton Park 
area of the city of Dorchester in Dorset, England. 
This area of Dorchester had once formed the north
west sector of the Roman town of Dumovaria and 
was excavated between 1 937 and 1 939 by Lieut.
Col.C.D. Drew and K.C. Collingwood Selby. 

The textile was found on the left wrist of an infant, 
in a grave which was carefully dug into the natural 
chalk layer of the Dorchester landscape. The infant 
had been buried in a wooden coffin. The body was 
extended from north to south with the head to the 
south and facing east. The grave was located ap
proximately 30 yards to the southeast of an elabo
rate, fourth-century, Roman town house. 

The town house and the remains of other third- and 
fourth-century buildings were the main focus of the 
excavations of the 1 930's .  The interim reports of 
the excavations (Drew and Collingwood Selby, 
1 938 ,  1 939) mention several infant burials within 
the bui ldings of Colliton Park, including five infants 
found within the floors and foundations of the town 
house, but there is no mention of the particular 
burial which contained the textile bracelet. The 
grave was apparently some distance from the town 
house, but its exact location is not marked on the 
site plan. The burial is l isted by the Royal Commis
sion on Historical Monuments as burial 2 1 5d and 
the textile identified as Colliton Park 1 625 
(RCHM(E) 1 970:572-573). 

The textile bracelet remained undocumented until 
this year when it was sent for analysis to the Uni
versity of Manchester Ancient Textile Unit by Pro
fessor M.G. Fulford of Reading University, who in 
recent years has been re-examining the findings of 
the 1 930 's  excavations in Colliton Park. 

At a cursory glance, the textile bracelet is rather 
discouraging, its former beauty lost through burial. 
It is medium brown in colour and forms a small, 
sl ightly misshapen oval with a circumference of 
approximately 1 1 2 mm. The excavators described it 
as a cord or hair bangle, and without the benefit of 
magnification, the textile does appear as such. The 
first magnified views of the textile, however, re
vealed signs of metallic threads. Traces of a s lightly 
dull, corroded silver wrapping could be seen on 
several of the yams and although in very poor con
dition, the traces of metal indicated that each yam 
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Figure I A segment of the bracelet showing the 
braided structure made from metal-wrapped yarns. 
(6. 4x, SEM photomicrograph: Trevor Jones.) 

in the textile structure was originally metal-wrapped 
(Figs 1 and 2). 

The aesthetic properties of the metal thread have 
been so altered with burial that the original appear
ance of the bracelet can only be surmised, but when 
new, it must have resembled a piece of fine jewel
ry, the metallic yams appearing as shiny silver wire. 

The basic structure of the bracelet is a simple 
narrow braid, approximately 1 60 mm in length and 
3 mm in width. Two pairs of metal-wrapped yam 

Figure 2 Detail of the degraded metal warp on the 
yarns within the bracelet. Some portions of the 
metal are quite well preserved and show the 
straight, cut edge of the metal ribbon. (64x, SEM 
photomicrograph: Trevor Jones, UMIST.) 
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Figure 3 The braided structure - plain oblique 
interlacing with paired elements. The width is 3 mm 
and the length of one repeat is 6 mm. The supple
mentary yarn is only illustrated on one edge of the 
braid, but it appears to have been stitched around 
both sides of the entire braid. (Illustrated by J 
Batcheller.) 

were folded in half at the starting point of the braid 
to form four pairs of yam and these four pairs have 
been obliquely interlaced in the regular over-under 
sequence of a four-strand braid. 

In addition to the basic braided structure, there is a 
supplementary yam which interlinks with every 
other yam pair on either side of the braid (Fig 3). 
This yam is in very poor condition and only 
appears sporadically around the edges of the brace
let. It is composed of two unspun strands of silk 
which are plied together with an S-twist. Although 
l ittle of this yam remains, it appears to have origi
nally edged both sides of the entire length of the 
metallic braid and it may have been used to sew the 
braid to the backing or lining which is no longer 
present. 

To form the small bracelet, it appears that the 
length of braid was wrapped around the infant's 
wrist and tied in place. The two ends of the braid 
are stil l  tied tightly together in the simple square 
knot which was used for this purpose. 

The metal lic yam of the braid is composed of a silk 
fibre core around which a thin ribbon of solid metal 
was wrapped in an S-direction spiral. The spiral 

angle is quite flat or close to horizontal with just a 
sl ight, left-hand slope. The average width of the 
ribbon is 0.32 mm and the thickness is less than 
0.0 1 mm. The edges are square or flat, indicating 
that the ribbon was cut from a flattened metal foi l  
(Fig 2). 

Elemental analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spec
troscopy (EDS) indicated that the metal wrap is 
composed of silver and the corrosion products of 
silver - silver sulphide and silver chloride. 

The fibres from the core of the metallic yam and 
from the supplementary yam were identified as silk 
filaments of the Bombyx mori species. Fig 4 is a 
cross section of the filaments from the core of the 
metallic yam. The fibres show the characteristic 
triangle shape of cultivated si lk with the usual vari
ations in size and shape from very fine, almost 
cylindrical, to flat or ribbon-like. The cross section
al shape of the fibres is unlike wild varieties of silk 
which are flatter and more ribbon-like than the 
fibres from the textile bracelet. 

The textile bracelet is a rare example of the use of 
silver thread from the Roman period, and it is one 
of the few finds of metallic thread from this period 
to have survived with the fibre core of the yam still 
present and the textile structure preserved. 

According to Wild ( 1 992:9), by the fourth century 
AD, the period to which the textile bracelet 
belongs, the use of metal threads in textiles was 
commonplace. The archaeological evidence for 
these metal threads, however, suggests that the 
thread of choice was gold rather than silver. The 
typical gold thread was composed of a fibre core of 
silk with a ribbon of gold spiralled around it. When 
reported, the spiral direction of the metal wrap is in 
the Z-direction ( Gath and Rahmani 1 977 :2 12  and 
214  note 22; Wild 1 970: 1 3 1  and 1 986). 

Possibly because silver decomposes and corrodes 
more easily than gold, silver threads are simply 
under-represented in the archaeological record. 
However it is also possible that silver threads were 
less popular than gold during the Roman period. 

Examples of silver threads have survived from 
earlier periods. A silver Etruscan garment, for 
example, is reported by Bonfante ( 1 985 :325) and an 
example of a silver ribbon wrapped on a now 
missing core is reported from classical Greece at 
Koropi (Beckwith 1 954). However, after these very 
early examples, finds of silver threads are not re
ported until the Viking period when silver threads 
are found adorning the textiles from sites such as 
Birka (Geijer 1 979), Mammen (0stergaard 1 99 1 ), 
and Dublin (Pritchard 1 988). 
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The function of the texti le as an infant's  bracelet 
seems to be unique for the Roman period. However, 
it is difficult to determine if the uniqueness of the 
bracelet is the result of poor preservation of similar 
textiles, or because the texti le is in fact an unusual 
object. The wearing of bracelets was common 
enough in Roman times and items of jewellery are 
frequent grave finds. However, other examples of 
textiles used as jewellery are not reported amongst 
grave finds from Britain until the Anglo-Saxon 
period. From this period two examples of textile 
bracelets (tablet-woven bands with gold brocading 
weft) are reported by Crowfoot and Hawkes 
( 1 967:50). 

The textile survived in a burial context and was 
remarkably well preserved because of the presence 
of the s ilver wrap. If there had been a fashion for 
textile bracelets made from silver-wrapped threads, 
or a tradition of children wearing such bracelets in 
the Roman period, then presumably other texti le 
bracelets would have been found, having been pre
served for the same reason that this  bracelet was. 

Many infants were discovered buried in the Roman 
buildings of Coll iton Park and throughout Dorches
ter and yet no other texti le bracelets (hair bangles 
or cords as they may have been described) have 
been reported amongst the grave goods. In fact, 
most infants have no burial goods. As well, from 
the Roman graveyards around the Dorchester area 
no other texti le  bracelets have been recovered, al
though a few texti le remains and many impressions 
of cloth have been discovered in late Roman burials 
(Crowfoot 1 982). 

Figure 4 Cross section of the silk fibres from the 
core of the metallic yarn. Average fibre diameter is 
approximately 1 1  microns. (290x, photomicrograph: 
J Batcheller.) 
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Berenike 1995 

Although the textiles from the second ( 1 995) season 
of excavation at Berenike in the Red Sea province 
of Egypt were mainly fragmentary, over 400 items 
were recorded on site in February-March 1 995 (see 
A TN 18/19 (15) for the 1 994 results). Most came 
from the extensive and rich midden deposits north 
of the exposed Temple of Semiramis and date to 
the fifth and possibly the fourth centuries AD. 
(The pottery evidence suggests at present that the 
site did not continue in occupation after c. AD 
500.) They offer a valuable snapshot of the wide 
range of clothing and household textiles in use at a 
relatively wealthy late Roman trading port on the 
Red Sea coast, albeit one with attenuated l ines of 
communication to the Nile Valley. 

Cotton (often Z-spun) was surprisingly common. 
Characteristic cotton fabrics were on the one hand 
fine Z/Z checks based on blue and undyed yarns 
and on the other fine to medium-weight Z/Z and 
S/S tabbies. Flax, often difficult to distinguish from 
cotton in the more degraded specimens, was re
served for fine to medium S/S tabbies, basket 

Figure 1 The location of Berenike. 

Wild, J.P. ( 1 992, November). Silk in Prehistoric 
Europe and the Graeco-Roman World: The Prob
lems. Lecture delivered in Venice. 

lane Batcheller 
Department of Archaeology 
University of Manchester 
Manchester Ml3 9PL 
UK 

weaves and half-basket weaves and served as warp 
in some textiles containing tapestry-woven decora
tion. 

Wool, a minority fibre at Berenike, appeared in 
various guises. There are some very fine wool 
tabbies, dyed (red) and undyed, a few Z/Z but most 
S/S; there are at least two three-colour weft-faced 
compound tabbies; and there is a handful of fine 
weft-faced 2/2 twi l l  diamond twills and plain twil ls  
in Palmyrene style. While some tapestry-woven 
bands in wool were well preserved, others had lost 
most of their weft, and only the flax warp and fly
ing needle yarns gave an inkling of the restrained 
purple bands. Heavy matting in plied goat hair is 
the only fabric which was probably produced 
locally. 

Reinforced selvedges were normal on the woollen 
fabrics and a variety of simple warp fringes oc
curred, but not transverse starting-borders or cords. 
Hems and seams tended to be carelessly sewn. 

Three specific items deserve to be singled out. The 
first is a resist-dyed Z/Z cotton carrying in dark 
blue (and possibly a second paler colour) on a light 
ground a flower pattern. The second is a girdle 
plaited from dark brown and yellow goat hair. The 
third is the corner of an embroidered item showing 
interlocked scrol ls along the edges and openwork 
pyramids within. 

Despite Berenike's earlier preeminence in the Red 
Sea trade with India, there is nothing overtly exotic 
among the fifth-century textiles. While the Z/Z 
cotton checks may give pause for reflection, they 
may in fact come from Nubia or the oases where 
cotton is a recorded crop. Only time and a fuller 
distribution map wil l  reveal whether the very fine 
twills were woven in the Nile Valley, or (say) Syria 
or Palaestina. What is obvious is that Berenicians 
could afford the best. 
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An interim report on the 1995 season will appear in 
the second volume of Berenike Reports, to be pub
l ished by CNWS, University of Leiden (Postbox 
95 1 5, NL-2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands) early 
in 1 996. 

F.C. Wild and JP. Wild 
30 Prince 's Road 
Heaton Moor 
Stockport SK4 3NQ 
UK 

Die Goldstickerei der Altrussischen Landbev olkerung 

!m Mittelalter war die Sitte, Festkleider mit Gold
stickereien zu schm ucken, we it verbreitet, wie in 
Altruf3land, so auch in anderen europ aischen 
Uindem. 

In Moskau im Historischen Museum wird eine 
kleine, doch in vieler Hinsicht interessante Samm
lung von Goldstickereien des Mittelalters autbe
wahrt, die nicht nur eine Vorstellung von der Fest
kleidung jener Zeit gibt, sondem auch die Kultur 
Altruf3lands und ihre wirtschaftl ichen Beziehungen 
zu anderen Landern schildert. 

Diese Sammlung besteht aus 37 fragmentarischen 
Gegensta·nden der Frauenkleidung, die wahrend 
archaologischer Forschungen (Anfang des 20. Jahr
hunderts bis 1 970) in Kurganen der Landbewohner 
aus der Umgebung der russischen Stadte Moskau, 
Nowgorod, Smolensk, Vladimir und Jaroslawlj 
gefunden wurden. Wie sich aus den Beigaben in 
den Grabern (Bronze- und Silberschmuck, Glas
perlen) ergibt, gehoren die Stickereien dieser 
Sammlung dem 1 2 .- 1 3 . Jahrhundert an. 

Tafel la. 
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Nach einer sorgfaltig durchgefuhrten Restaurierung 
des Materials der Sammlung wurde es offenbar, daf3 
die Dorfbewohner ihre Festkleider entweder aus 
einem Wollstoff oder aus Leinen niihten und sie 
spater mit Seide und Goldstickereien dekorierten; 
man konnte sogar einzelne gestickte Muster rekon
struieren. 

Mit Seidenstreifen wurde der Halsausschnitt beniiht, 
aus Seide wurden die Kragen zugeschnitten; breite 
(5-8cm) zuriickgeschlagene und schmale (2-4cm) 
Stehkragen, unter die hiiufig ein Stiick Birkenrinde 
untergelegt war, damit der Stehkragen die Form 
besser hielt. 

Die Dorfbewohner benutzten fiir die Festkleider 
hauptsachlich glatte, einfarbige Seide, oft in Rot, 
die bil l iger war als die gemusterten vielfarbigen 
Seidenstoffe. Die Seide wurde aus Byzanz und den 
Landern des Nahen Ostens nach Ruf3land importiert. 

Das Hauptmaterial fUr die Goldstickerei bestand aus 
sehr dunnen, si lbervergoldeten Lahnen, die urn eine 
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Tafel 2. 

Tafel 3. 
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etwas grobere Leinenseele gesponnen waren. Die 
Metallfaden wurden aus denselben Uindem wie die 
Seidenstoffe nach Ru131and importiert. 

Die Technik der Goldstickerei war ziemlich kompli
ziert. Beim Sticken bildeten die Metallfaden auf der 
rechten Seite der Arbeit lange Stiche und kurze auf 
der linken Seite; dabei war es schwierig, die Fiiden 
durch den kostbaren Seidenstoff zu ziehen. Urn den 
teuren Stoff nicht zu beschadigen, mu13te man mit 
einem scharfen Werkzeug kleine Offnungen in den 
Stoff schneiden, durch die die Nadel mit dem Faden 
leicht hindurch ging; auf der rechten Seite der 
Stickerei lagen die Metallfaden eng aneinander und 
bedeckten die ganze Oberflache des Musters. Das 
goldene Muster war m it einer deutlichen Kontur 
von Stielstichen umgeben; einzelne Motive des Or
naments waren in farbiger Seide mit Plattstich gear
beitet. 

Ende des 12 .  und Anfang des 1 3 .  Jahrhunderts trat 
in Altrul3land und in anderen europ iiischen Liindem 
ein Ubergang zu einer etwas leichteren Art der 
Goldstickerei ein. Der Metallfaden wurde nicht 
mehr durch die Seide gezogen, sondem auf der 
rechten Seite der Arbeit mit winzigen Stichen mit
tels eines Seidenfadens in der Farbe des Stoffes 
angenaht. Die Werke der Goldstickereien der altrus-

1 1  
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sischen Landbewohner sind Dank ihrer technischen 
Vollkommenheit und des Reichtums der dekorativen 
Motive bewundemswert. 

In den Handarbeiten der altrussischen Landbe
wohner waren folgende Muster besonders verbreitet: 
verschiedene groBartige Flechtmotive, wunderlich 
geflochtene Stengel, stilisierte B lumen und geome
trische Figuren (vgl. Tafel I). Besonders interessant 
sind die Muster, die eine funktionelle Bedeutung 
haben: Die Darstellungen von Lebensb iiumen und 
Vogeln symbolisieren ein langes, an Kindem 
reiches und gliickliches Leben. Der Halbmond war 
Symbol des Mondes, die Gruppe kleiner Kreise 
symbolisierte das herrlichste in der Welt, die Sonne 
(vgl. Tafel 2). 

Einige gestickte Muster sind identisch mit den 
byzantinischen gemusterten, aus Goldfiiden ge
webten Biindern des 1 2. Jahrhunderts (vgl. Tafel 3). 

New Light on the Origin of Longwools 

The origin of the Longwool type of fleece found in 
such British sheep breeds as the Lincoln and Wens
leydale has always been a mystery. The wool of 
Longwool led sheep is unique in having great length 
and curliness as well as lustre. There was no evi
dence of its existence before the l81h century and I 
thought that the Longwool fleece might have origi
nated as a mutation (Ryder, 1 993). I here outline 
two recent archaeological investigations of mine 
that have thrown light on the history of this fleece 
type, if not its biological origin. 

The first of these concerns the burial of a Roman 
child which was discovered at Arrington near Cam
bridge in 1 990 during the laying of a water pipe
line. The child had been buried in a lead-lined 
coffin on which had been placed some pipeclay 
figurines. These were probably ritual objects and 
the archaeologists were most impressed by the stat
uette of a mother-goddess. This was identified as 
coming from Rhineland and dated as 2"d century 
AD. I was more excited by the sacrificial animals, 
which comprised figurines of a bullock and three 
rams, two of which were identical. 

I examined and measured the sheep figurines at 
Cambridge University. The complete pipeclay sheep 
from Arrington were homed and had a straight 
nose, i.e. neither a convex Roman nose nor a primi
tive, concave dished nose. The head of the third 
incomplete sheep was of the same shape and also 
had horns with the usual ridges. The tail was of 
medium length, reaching to just below the hocks, 
i .e. it was neither a primitive short tail nor a long 
tail .  

Das gestickte Herzmuster entspricht einer Seiden
stickerei, die in der Sammlung des Kestnermuseums 
in Hannover zu sehen ist. 

Die Kunst der Goldstickerei, so ist nach den archiio
Iogischen Funden zu urteilen, hatte einen wichtigen 
EinfluB auf die Entwicklung des Handwerks in den 
Stiidten AltruBiands. In den Arbeiten von Juwel
ieren und Bi ldhauem findet man hiiufig dekorative 
Muster der Goldstickerei wieder, ebenso in Zeich
nungen und Ausschm iickungen von Manuskripten. 

Die Handwerker des 1 2.- 1 3 .  Jahrhunderts haben bei 
Darstellungen ihrer Kunstwerke bestiindig die Mo
tive der sch opferischen Kraft des Volkes benutzt. 

Maja V Fechner 
Moscow 
Russia 

The dimensions indicate the conformation of the 
body: length 1 25 mm, height at the withers 1 00 
mm, depth of body 55 mm and girth 1 55 mm. This 
is clearly a well-proportioned (well-bred and well
fed) animal with good meat conformation. It 
accords with the description of a good ram given by 
various Roman writers, the desirable features inclu
ding: a deep chest, wide shoulders and loin, short 
legs and a long tail .  There was no hint of the unim
proved sheep characteristics such as slenderness that 
are known from skeletal remains to have been 
common until after the Middle Ages (Ryder, 1 983). 

Sheep figurines have long been used by archaeolo
gists as indicators of the presence or absence of 
fleece. My own more detailed studies have dis
cerned from the shape of the wool staples which 
kind of fleece was represented in the figurines 
(Ryder, 1 984). The fragmentary figurine from Ar
rington had pointed wool staples of primitive hairy 
(Hairy-medium) type, within which the individual 
wool fibres were indicated by streaks (Ryder, 
1 993). The two identical wool figurines had a short 
fleece in which the wool staples were indicated by 
blobs within which were circular marks indicating a 
curl. Curly fleeces are rare in representations. Curli
ness is not usually found in either very fine or very 
coarse (hairy) fleeces. Curly wool is seen today 
mainly in English Lustre Longwools. Invariably 
these have long staples with wool fibres of medium 
diameter. There was a fragment of cloth with the 
child' s burial, but the wool fibres in it were particu
larly fine (Ryder, 1 993). 
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Texti les of medium wool are not infrequent among 
Roman remains, however, and the robust body of 
the Arrington sheep is l ike that of modern Lustre 
Longwools. The Roman Medium wool has been 
interpreted as being a primitive Longwool l ike the 
modern demi-lustre Romney breed (Ryder, 1 983). 
This sheep has a fleece intermediate in length be
tween that of the Shortwool and the Longwool. 
Could it be that a curly Longwool existed on the 
continent during the Roman period? The curly Ar
rington fleeces had the appearance of a recently 
shorn Lustre Longwool .  This type (now hornless) 
did not become prominent again until the 1 8'h 

century, when it was localised in England. 

The sheep figurines are therefore of immense inter
est not only in i l lustrating the type of ram described 
by Roman writers, but in indicating two kinds of 
fleece, and in particular in providing a hint of the 
existence of curly wool on the continent that later 
emerged in the English lustre Longwoolled type of 
sheep. Even if these sheep are stylised, they indi
cate that such sheep existed and they are not being 
assessed in isolation, but in relation to wool in 
textile remains and scores of such figurines de
scribed previously (Ryder, 1 993 and 1 984 ). 

The Solway Sheep 

The second investigation concerns a fleece together 
with sheep bones which was discovered during peat 
stripping on Solway Moss, Cumbria, during June 
1 992. The sheep remains were excavated by Or Sue 
Stal l ibrass of the Archaeology Department of Dur
ham University. The calibrated carbon- 1 4  date of a 
rib bone was AD 1 659, and of the fleece, AD 1 652. 
This contrasted with the date of the surrounding 
peat, which was Neolithic. This find is of immense 
interest because: (a) entire wool staples had sur
vived; (b) few wool remains have been found be
tween the Middle Ages and the modern period; and 
(c) the seventeenth century is the earliest date at 
which one might expect to find evidence of breeds 
in contrast to the fleece types of the medieval 
period. 

The first remarkable feature was the length and 
hairiness of the staples - 25.5 cm. This staple length 
immediately identifies the sheep as modern, because 
primitive sheep had a fleece no longer than 6 cm. 
The staples appeared to be from the modern mat
tress grade of the Hairy type of fleece, which has a 
length of 34 cm. But staples of this  length today are 
more commonly found in Lustre Longwool fleeces 
which range from 23 to 36 cm in length. 

Under the microscope the coarser fibres were seen 
to have the typical wide, latticed medulla of hairy 
fibres and many of the fibres had diffuse natural 
pigmentation. Fibre measurements gave a mean 
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fibre diameter of 37.0 microns. The modal value of 
30 microns was unusually high for a Hairy type of 
fleece and the diameter distribution was virtually 
symmetrical. These features are typical of a Medi
um type of fleece, which with the staple length 
recorded here would be a Longwool. Finally, the 
percentage of medullated fibres was very low for a 
Hairy fleece. Medullated fibres are virtually absent 
from modern Longwools. The first impression of a 
Hairy fleece was therefore not borne out by the 
fibre diameter measurements. 

Before considering to what modern breed this  might 
have been the precursor, one can compare the wool 
with that I measured in yarns from the Kendal Pat
tern Book (Satchell et al., 1 990). This was dated 
1 770 and half of the yarns had been spun from 
Longwools that were coarse by modern standards. 
The mean fibre diameters ranged from 3 0.7 to 36.9 
microns. The proportion of medullated fibres ranged 
up to 25 per cent and included many with a wide 
latticed medulla, as in the Solway fleece. Any 
medullation in Longwools today is of the narrower 
non-latticed type. There was natural pigmentation m 

58 per cent of the Kendal samples. The Solway 
fleece therefore compares well with the Kendal 
data. 

Native Breeds in the Solway Area 

In that locality, to what breed type is the sheep 
l ikely to have belonged? Descriptions of local sheep 
throughout Britain dated around 1 800 indicate 
several broad groups (Ryder, 1 983). Scotland and 
the western parts of Britain had white or tan-faced 
sheep in which only the rams had horns. These 
sheep, such as the Cheviot breed, are not Long
wools and, except for the Herdwick, do not have a 
Hairy fleece. The next major group was the hairy 
black-faced horned type of the Pennines to the east. 
This type was taken into Scotland to give rise to the 
modern Scottish Blackface breed. Modern Pennine 
breeds of this type are the Rough Fell and the 
Swaledale. 

The white-faced Longwools (which today lack 
horns) originated in the Midlands where they gave 
rise to the Leicester breed, and by 1 800 the main 
type of sheep in Lincolnshire was the Lincoln 
Longwool, which had spread into the East Riding 
of Yorkshire. From here the Longwool had jumped 
to eastern Durham and Northumberland to become 
the Teeswater breed, which in turn, back in York
shire, gave rise to the Wensleydale Longwool. Re
cords of the purchase of wool in Kendal during the 
1 8'h century indicate that some wool came from 
Leicestershire and some from the northeast, which 
accorded with the Longwoolled type in the Kendal 
measurements and suggested the Leicester and 
Teeswater breeds respectively. 
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Why was there a Longwoolled sheep on Solway 
Moss in the middle of the 1 7'h century? Records 
indicate that the 1 8'h century was the century of the 
Longwool .  This was when Bakewell improved the 
Leicester breed and his New Leicester was used to 
improve native Longwools in other parts of the 
country. A synthetic breed with Leicester influence 
was the Border Leicester, which was developed 
from a cross with the Cheviot. The earliest record 
of the crossing of the Cheviot with the (English) 
Leicester, however, is 1 746. The Solway evidence 
therefore not only confirms the existence of the 
Longwool 50 to 1 00 years before existing records, 
but indicates a coarse fleece l ike that represented in 
the Kendal Pattern Book of 1 770. It also shows that 
Longwools were being taken into the Scottish Bor
der area a century before we have documentary 
evidence for such an introduction. The Solway find 
has amply fulfi lled its potential value. 
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Restaurierung und Prasentation antiker Textilien aus Palmyra. Bericht iiber die 
Arbeiten 1994. 

!m Rahmen des Kooperationsabkommens zwischen 
der syrischen Antikendirektion, dem Deutschen 
Archaologischen Institut und der Universitat Bern 
wurden 1 994 Restaurierung, Konservierung und 
Priisentation der antiken Textil ien aus Palmyra fort
gesetzt und zum Abschluss gebracht (s. Bericht 
1 993). Die Arbeiten wurden wieder von der Kultur
hilfe des Deutschen Ausw artigen Amtes finanziert 
und von folgenden lnstitutionen unterstiitzt: der 
Generaldirektion der Altertiimer und Museen 
Syriens, dem Deutschen Archaologischen Institut in 
Berlin und Damaskus, der Deutschen Botschaft 
Damaskus, dem Nationalmuseum in Damaskus, den 
chemischen Laboratorien der Marmara Universitat 
Istanbul und des Musee d' Art et d'Histoire Genf 
sowie dem Centrallaboratorium Amsterdam. 

Zur Vorbereitung der Arbeiten in Syrien wurden 
zuniichst in Bern, Genf, Istanbul und Amsterdam 
verschiedene Material- und Farbanalysen durchge
fiihrt und in Bern im Rahmen eines Werkvertrages, 
Texti lanalysen und Zeichnungen angefertigt sowie 
grossformatige Text- und Informationstafeln vorber
eitet. 

Zwischen dem 1 8. April und 29. Mai 1 994 fand die 
Arbeitskampagne in Syrien start, die wieder unter 
Leitung von Kh. al-As' ad und dem Berichterstatter 
stand. Mitarbeiter waren Dr. J. Chehade, (Konserva
tor der griechisch-r6'mischen Altertiimer im Nation
almuseum von Damaskus), M. Faris (Chefrestaura
tor der syrischen Antikendirektion), R. al-Ahmad 
(Mitarbeiterin des Palmyra Museums), Dr. A .  
Stauffer/Bern (Textilrestauratorin und Kunsthistorik
erin). Zu alien warhend der Kampagne in Syrien 
anfallende Arbeiten wurde wieder eine Ortskraft der 
Antikendirektion zur Ausbildung h inzugezogen. 

Im Nationalmuseum von Damaskus wurde die 
permanente Ausstellung in 8 Vitrinen mit ensprech
enden englischen und arabischen Informationstafeln 
und Beleuchtungen definitiv montiert. 

Thematisch stehen dabei fo1gende Schwerpunkte 1m 
Vordergrund: 

1. Loka1e Texti1produktion und Herstel lungstech
niken: Leinen, Wol le, Baumwolle 
2. Lokale Dekorationsarten 
3 .  Farbedrogen 
4. Lokale Textilmuster und ihre Verbreitung in 
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anderen Denkmalergattungen (Skulptur, Bauoma
mentik, Wandmalerei, Mosaik) 
5. Seidenimport aus China und die Seidenstrasse 
6.  Seidenfabrikation, -verarbeitung und -dekoration 
sowie deren lokale Imitationen 

Insgesamt umfasst die Ausstellung 23 Textilrahmen 
und 8 Informationstafeln. Nochmal die doppelte 
Anzahl fertig montierter Rahmen wurde im Depot 
gelagert: Auf diese Weise ist es der Museumsleit
ung moglich, die Exponate gelegentlich auszu
wechseln, ohne dass die permanente Ausstellung in 
Damaskus reduziert werden muss. 

Die restlichen Depotbest<i"nde, einschliessl ich der 
1 993 wieder entdeckten bisher unbearbeiteten Frag
mente aus dem Nachlass von R. Pfister (tiber 95 
Inv.Nr.), wurden wie in den Vorjahren dokumenti
ert, konserviert und untersucht. Anhand eines neu 
erstellten Gesamtinventars ist der ganze Bestand 
palmyrenischer Textil ien des Damaszener Museums 
ktinftig der Foschung leicht zuganglich. 

In Palm yra wurde ein eigener Raum des Museums 
im ersten Stock fiir die Prasentation der Textilien 
hergerichtet. Die permanente Ausstellung in eben
falls 8 Vitrinen folgt demselben didaktischen Prin
zip wie in Damaskus, zusatzlich erweitert urn die 
Darstellung verschiedener Aspekte der in Palmyra 
praktizierten Mumifizierung. lnsgesamt umfasst die 
Ausstellung, deren Eri:iffnung fLir 1 995 geplant ist, 
29 Textilrahmen und 4 Informationstafeln. Auch in 
Palmyra wurde aus denselben Griinden wie in Da
maskus nochmal die doppelte Anzahl montierte 
Rahmen im Depot gelagert und ebenfalls ein Ge
samtinventar angelegt. 

j 

Abb. 1 Palmyra, Museum. Woogewebe mit Webe
kante und Gewebeabschluss, aus dem Turmgrab des 
Atenatan (9 v. Chr.). (Umzeichnung: A.  Stauffer.) 
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Abb. 2 Palmyra, Museum. Chinesische Seide aus 
Turmgrab Nr. 65, mit Darstellung einer Weinernte. 
(Umzeichnung: A. Stauffer.) 

Damit sind Restaurierung, Konservierung, Doku
mentation und Prasentation aller antiken Textilien 
aus Palmyra (620 Inv.Nr. ea 2,000 Textilfragmente) 
abgeschlossen. In einer kurzen, fiir 1 995 geplanten 
Kampagne sollen gezielt technische Kontrol len 
durchgefiihrt und die permanente Ausstellung in 
Palmyra eri:iffnet werden. 

Im Rahmen der Offentlichkeitsarbeit wurden 2,000 
farbige Faltblatter gedruckt und der syrischen An
tikendirektion zur Verteilung tibergeben. Neben 
Fiihrungen in Palmyra und Damaskus ftir durch
reisende Kolleginnen und Kollegen, Reisestipendi
aten der Deutschen Botschaft wurde in Vortragen 
an den Universitaten in Besan<; ion, Turin und Mainz 
sowie auf dem C.I .E.T.A. Kongress in Lyon iiber 
das Projekt berichtet. 

Aus den wissenschaflichen Ergebnissen der dies
jahrigen Kampagne sind zwei besonders hervorzu
heben: Auf chinesischen Seidenstoffen wurden 
Buchstaben entdeckt, die teilweise eine Lokalisier
ung und Datierung dieser Textil ien ermi:iglichen; 
dabei handelt es sich zum einen urn eingewebte 
chinesische Schriftzeichen, zum andem urn griechis
che Buchstaben, die offensichtlich sekundar mit 
schwarzer Russtinte auf monochrome chinesische 
Seidengewebe aufgetragen warden sind. Ein anderes 
Ergebnis der Restaurierungsarbeiten ist die Wieder
gewinnung von Schnittmustem verschiedener Kleid
ungsstiicke, u.a. von Manteln, Tuniken, Kaftanen 
und Hosen. Die noch ausstehende wissenschaftliche 
Aufarbeitung des gesamten Materials soli zu einer 
interdisziplinaren Abschlusspublikation fiihren, die 
fiir  1 996 vorgesehen ist. 
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Tablet-Woven Bands from the Middle Ages 

An interesting textile discovery was made during 
the 1 991 archaeological excavation of the old ceme
tery at the ruins of the medieval Hamar Cathedral, 
Norway. Only the calf bones (fibula and tibia) of a 
human skeleton were preserved, but underneath the 
knee Jay several textile fragments. 

The skeleton-textile assembly was removed as a 
unit and taken to the conservation laboratory at 
Hedemark Museum. Xradiographic analysis at the 
local hospital revealed a band-l ike image, later 
discovered to be caused by metal threads. 

The l ifted unit was excavated in the conservation 
laboratory. The textile fragments were sti l l  organic 
and neither encased in nor replaced by metal corro
sion products. They were wrinkled and hard, but 
with some degree of flexibil ity. The fragments were 
cleaned in lukewarm distil led water and documen
ted. A thorough technical analysis followed. 

The results of the analysis showed that the textiles 
were extremely interesting indeed. They consist of 
three different types of tablet-woven bands, embroi
dery and the remains of something which most 

Figure I Band l!J - silver thread in the weft. (Illus
trated by E. Hoff.) 

Figure 2. Band I and 11 - silver thread in the warp. 
(Illustrated by E. Hoff.) 
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probably is lacework. The various fragments all 
have remains of si lver and gold metal threads. 
Otherwise wool and silk threads were used. 

One band is of a known type with silver thread in 
the weft (Fig 1 ). But the sensational aspect of this 
find is the two different types of band with silver 
thread in the warp (Fig 2)! The embroidery is exe
cuted in couching with si lver thread, but some gold 
thread has been used as well .  Gold thread is also 
found in the above-described lacework. 

Figures known from European textiles from prehis
tory and the Middle Ages are found in the four 
fragments of the tablet-woven bands. 

The technical analysis wil l  be presented at the 6th 

NESA T Symposium in Boras, Sweden in 1 996. 

(translated by E. Peacock) 

Jnger Raknes Pedersen 
Textile Studio 
Hordamuseet 
N-5047 Fana 
Norway 

Aud Bergli 
Bergen museum 
Conservation Dept. 
Arstadvn 22 
N-5009 Bergen 
Norway 

Textiles, Loomweights and Spindle Whorls from Kadesh-Barnea, Sinai 

The excavations at Kadesh-Bamea were directed by 
Dr. Rudolf Cohen between 1 976 and 1 982 1 • The 
site is located in northern Sinai, in a fertile valley 
irrigated by the spring of 'A in el-Qudeirat. The site, 
mentioned many times in the bible2, served as a 
fortress and a settlement in the period of the Mon
archy. Three fortresses were built one on top of the 
other from the tenth century BCE until 586 BCE.3 

Al l  excavated material wi l l  be returned to the Egyp
tian Authorities at the end of 1 994. 

Textiles 

Fifty textile fragments were found outside the for
tress (60 x 40 m) near the western wall on a floor 
of the seventh century BCE (second stage). Among 
them six are made of two different texti les stitched 
together. Al l  of them are small, carbonized and 
deteriorated (the biggest one is 7 x 6 cm). A few 
were not catalogued because of poor preservation. 
All  the texti les are made of l inen4, medium S-spun, 
plain weave: in 34 (out of 56) the warps s lightly 
outnumber the wefts: 1 2-24 warp threads per cm 
and 8-20 weft threads per cm. Seven textiles are 
warp-faced: 14-30 warp threads per cm and 4- 1 3  
weft threads per cm. Usually the warp threads are 
thinner than the weft threads. Two textiles have 
remains of a plain selvedge and one has a crowded 
selvedge. 

Vestiges of sewing were found on 1 6  (out of 50) 
textiles, and used for seams (3), patches (3) and 
hems ( 1 0). The stitches are made of SZZ l inen 
threads, usually careful ly made, but some are irreg
ular, coarse and not uniform in size. The edges of 
the patches were folded in and sewn on the tom 
parts which were not cut and removed as in the 
textiles of Kuntil lat 'Ajrud5• 
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Discussion 

The textiles resemble those from Kuntillat 'Ajrud 
(eighth century BCE) in material, the h igh quality 
of spinning in S direction, in weaving and sel
vedges; but no wedges were found in the textiles 
from Kadesh-Bamea. Sewing is similar, but no 
'Ajrud seam has been noticed. Also no selfbands 
were found at Kadesh-Bamea as at Kunti l lat 'Ajrud. 

Use: Al l  the texti les are very delicate and made of 
thin threads apparently used as garments. No coarse 
material suitable for sacking was found as at 
Kuntil lat 'Ajrud. 

Origin: The textiles are similar to those from 
Kuntillat 'Ajrud and not to those found in Egypt. 
As the area of Beth Shean valley was famous for 
producing linen6 they probably imported the threads 
or the textiles from there. Whorls and loomweights 
indicate that at least some spinning and weaving 
were done at the site. 

Loom weights 

Twenty-four perforated doughnut loomweights were 
found at Kadesh-Bamea, most of them from the 
second fortress, in groups of 3-4 Ioomweights, on 
floors. They are made of unbaked clay and only six 
are fired. Seven bear grooves at the beginning of 
the perforation. Their weight ranges from 24.5 to 
272.7 g, with an average of 98 ± 5 1 .8 g. 

Their shape (doughnut) and material (unbaked clay) 
are typical of the Iron Age in Israel. The weight of 
loom weights from other sites of this  period in 
Israel was usually in the range of 200 to 500 g, but 
toward the end of the Iron Age their weight was 
lower, around 1 00 g. The weight of the loom
weights continued to decrease in the Persian 
period7• 
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Spindle Whorls 

Thirty one whorls were found at different loci, 
mostly on floors. Twenty four are made of reused 
ceramic in disk shape; the others are of baked clay 
(2), chalk ( 1 ), bone ( 1 )  and basalt (3). The weight 
of the reused ceramic whorls is from 1 2.5 to 
1 06.7 g, with an average of 39.2 ± 25.4 g. They 
appeared in Israel from the Neolithic period but 
they are especially typical of the Iron Age period. 
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Textilfunde, die die Ausgraber vergessen haben ...  (Report 1) 

Textilien aus der Nikolaikirche in Kiel 

lm Magazin des Textilmuseums Neumti"nster befand 
sich ein in Packpapier eingewickelter Fundballen 
mit dem Vermerk "Textilfund aus der Nikolaikirche 
Kiel 1 950" .  Weitere Angaben waren nicht vorhand
en. Es diirfte sich urn Textil ien aus einem Grab in 
der Kieler Nikolaikirche handeln, die am Ende des 
2. Weltkrieges fast vollstandig zerstort wurde. Sie 
wurden wahrscheinlich in einer Notgrabung kurz 
vor Beginn des Wiederaufbaues der wichtigsten 
Kirche Kiels geborgen. Im Rahmen der Aufarbeit
ung von alteren Bestanden aus der Sammlung des 
Textilmuseums Neumiinster wurden die Kieler 
Funde im Friihjahr 1 978 von Eva Jordan erstmals 
textilkundlich untersucht. 

Zunachst wurden alle Textilreste ausgebreitet, urn 
festzustellen, in welchem Zustand sie sich nach so 
I anger, unsachgem al3er Lagerung befanden. Dabei 
zeigte sich, dal3 vor allem die Gewebe sehr briichig 
geworden sind und eigentlich einer Restaurierung 
bedurften. Dies war !eider aus Kostengriinden 
damals nicht moglich. 

Die Ergebnisse der textiltechnischen Analyse sind 
in der Tabelle 1 zusammengefal3t. Fast alle Tex
til ien bestehen aus Seide, fiir eine Kloppelspitze und 
die Stickerei hat man zusatzlich Metaii-Lahnfaden 
verwendet. Ob es sich jedoch urn Gold- oder Silber
lahnfaden handelt, mii13te eine erganzende chem
ische Analyse klaren. Die Seidenfaden sind heute 

von gelber, gelbbrauner bzw. mittelbrauner Farbe, 
die Metallfaden sind dagegen grau. 

Die Taft-, Atlas- und Samtgewebe sind hinsichtlich 
ihrer Qualitat und ihres Gewebeaufbaues mit 
anderen Funden aus Ausgrabungen in Norddeutsch
land zu vergleichen. Dagegen konnten wir ftir die 
Bander mit Kantenverzierungen bisher keine ahn
lichen Stiicke als Vergleichsfunde nachweisen. Dies 
trifft auch fiir das gemusterte Drehergewebe zu. Es 
handelt sich urn hochwertige Gewebe, die sich im 
1 7. oder 1 8 . Jh., in dem sie vermutlich angefertigt 
wurden, nicht jedermann Ieisten konnte. Dies trifft 
auch fiir die Kloppelspitzen zu. 

Ober die Verwendung der Kieler Textil ien lal3t sich 
folgendes aussagen: 

Unter den Atlasgeweben (Nr. 1 )  befinden sich ver
schiedene Reste, die darauf hindeuten, dal3 es sich 
urn Teile eines Hemdes handelt. Abgesehen von 
dem Stiick eines Armels ist noch die Stulpe aus 
doppelter Gewebelage vorhanden. Durch zwei Off
nungen - versaubert mit Oberwendlichstichen - ist 
zum Zusammenbinden ein Seidenband (Nr. 1 2) 
gezogen. Mit Bandem werden auch die Reste des 
Vorderteils zusammengehalten. 

Das Gewebe Nr. 2a (Teile I-VII) gehort zu einem 
langen Mantel .  Fiir die beiden Vorderteile hat man 
die volle Breite des Gewebes von 55 cm ausgenutzt, 
der Riicken ist tai l l iert geschnitten. Urn eine gr613ere 
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Weite zu erreichen, wurden Seitenteile eingesetzt. 
Die langen Arrnel werden zu den Handgelenken hin 
enger. Unter dem Arm reichte die einfache Gewebe
breite al lerdings nicht aus, so dal3noch ein Keil 
eingenaht wurde. Als Halsausschnitt sind hinten und 
vom je  vier tiefe Falten eingelegt und die Kante ist 
mit einem 1 .3 cm breiten Biindchen versaiibert. Die 
Nahte sind mit Vorstichen zusammengehn aht. Der 
Mantel wurde vome geschlossen, und zwar sind 
noch 32 6sen vorhanden, Knopfe fehlen jedoch. 
Die Schlaufen der 6sen sind aus vier Strangen 
geflochten, von denen zwei aus je zwei Seidenlahn
faden, einer aus drei und einer aus vier Fiiden be
stehen. Der Mantel war an Arrneln, Schultem und 
Halsausschnitt sowie am Saum und an der Ver
schlul3kante mit der KIOppelspitze (Nr. 6) verziert. 
Es sind allerdings nur noch sehr kleine Reste iibrig 
geblieben. An Stellen, wo die Borte gesessen hatte, 
sind die Seidennahgarnfaden noch erhalten. 

Die iibrigen Gewebe sind verrnutlich die Reste 
eines Sackes (Nr. 2, Teil IX), eines Kissens (Nr. 2, 
Teil X) und eines Beutels (Nr. 3). 

K i e l  - N i k o l a i k ir c h e  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

F u n d - T e x t i l - F o t o
.
/ B i n d u n g  M a t e r i a l  F a r b e  N r .  t e c h n i k.  O i a  

1 G e w e b e  A 1 / 7  ( 3 )  X S e i d e  g e l b  

2 a )  G e w e b e  R i p s  S e i d e  b r a u n  ( I - X I I )  ( S a m t )  

2 b )  G e w e b e  R i p s  S e i d e  b r a u n  ( XII-XIV) ( S a m t )  

3 G e w e b e  A 1 / 4  u .  S e i d e  g e l b  ( O a m a s t )  A 4 / 1  X 

4 G e w e b e  u .  T 1 / 1  X S e i d e  g e l b  ( O r e h e r )  

5 G e w e b e  T 1 / 1  S e i d e  g e l b  ( B a n d )  

K l ii p p e l - L O c h e r - u .  
X S e i d e  u .  g e l b  u 0 

S a - c )  s p i t z e n  leinenschla Metall-Lah � r a u  

7 G e w e b e  T 1 / 1  S e i d e  g e l b  

B a - d )  G e w e b e  T 1 / 1  S e i d e  g e l b  ( B a n d )  

9 S t i c k e r e i  S e i d e  u .  g e l b  u .  
Metall-Lah g r a u  

1 0  G e w e b e  
T 1 / 1  S e i d e  g e l b  ( B a n d )  

1 1  G e w e b e  T 1 / 1  S e i d e  g e l b  ( B a n d )  

1 2  G e w e b e  T 1 / 1  S e i d e  g e l b -
( B a n d )  b r a u n  

Tabelle 1.  
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Nachbemerkung 

Die bemerkenswerten Textilfunde aus der Kieler 
Nikolaikirche befinden sich auch heute noch im 
Textilmuseum Neumunster. Eine abschlie13ende 
textilkundliche Bearbeitung steht allerdings noch 
aus. Trotzdem stehen die bisherigen Untersuchungs
gebnisse interessierten Textilforscherinnen/Textil
forschem zur Verfiigung, da in absehbarer Zeit eine 
Konservierung bzw. Restaurierung nicht moglich 
sein wird. 

Klaus Tidow 
Zur Ziegelei 18 
D-24598 Boosted! 
Germany 

E i n s t e l l u n g  
( 1 c m )  

G e w e b e -
K e t t c  S c h u B  b r e i t e  

(cm) 

4 5  9 5  

6 0  4 0  5 5  

5 0  3 5  5 1  

B O  B O  

1 0  B 

6 0  3 0  2 , 9  

B 5  3 5  

7 5  2 0  O , B  

6 5  3 5  1 , 3  

7 0  3 0  

3 0  2 5  

F u n k. t i o n  

H e m d  ? 

M a n t e l  
( I -V I I )  

B e u t e l  ? 

S c h m u c k -
R e s e t  t e n  

S c h m u c k -
R o s e t t e  

S c h mu c k -
R o s e t t e  

B e m e r k u n g e n 

S e i t e n k a n t e  i n  
K 3 / 1 - S p i t z g r a t  

S e i t e n k a n t e  i n  
T 1 / 1  ( d r e i f a r b ig )  

m .  a u fg e n B h t e r  
K l ii p p e l s p i t z e  

m .  S e i t e n k a n t e  i n  
T 1 / 1  ( 1 5 O o p p e l f ii d e n )  

m .  S e i t e n k a n t e n  
i n  T 1 / 1  u . R i p s  

B r e it e : 
e a . 1 5 3 u n d  4 c m  

m i t  a u fg e n ii ht e n  
10) B ii n d e r n  

"
(Nr .  B u .  

a u f  G e w e b e  N r .  7 

w o h l  z u  S a m t  2 b )  
ge h ii r e n d  

a u f  G e w e b e  N r .  7 

n u r  n o  e h  e i n e  
S e i t e n k a n t e  v o r h a n d e n  

s t a r k  i m  Z e r f a l l  
( a n  G e w e b e  N r :_ )l__ ____ 
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The Farm Beneath the Sand 

Summer 1 995 will be the fourth season of archaeo
logical excavations of a Norse farm in the Western 
Settlement, Nuuk Community, Greenland. The 1 5  
participants who come from Denmark, Iceland, 
Greenland and one from Canada must be flown to 
the site by chartered helicopter since it l ies a long 
way from navigable waters. Climate and economics 
limit this season to one month. 

Ten rooms have been excavated to date, and the 
functions of most of them have been clearly de
fined. The weaving room is probably the most ex
citing for those interested in texti les. Parts of two 
warp-weighted looms have been recovered, in all 
probabi lity the oldest known in a North Atlantic 
context. In addition spindles and spindle whorls 
have been found. 

Loom weights have been found in large numbers, 
and textile fragments were spread throughout sever
al rooms. In addition to the more common fabrics 
constructed of sheep's  wool, fabrics woven of goat 
hair have been recovered. One woven-in white 
stripe in a brownish fabric identified as wool from a 
polar hare, and a neck garland of human hair from 
a light-haired Norseman are among the more curi
ous survivals. 

Melvilfe Bugt 
f .: 

. \. 
· . .. . 

,-, . .  

.. �� ·:::�: !:.�: 
·-... .. f' ::-"� 

'} � - ��-:-;_.� 'S00resby.sund 

<���i?:;l.< 
·�.."' . 

Gunnbjems f)ell 3700 ,;:>!-' ·�--

_ _.:./-�- -�-.��:� �·� ' ..... . 

- - - - - - - --: - - -

Figure I Map of Greenland indicating area of site. 

Figure 2 Location of the farm beneath the sand. 

A runic inscription found in a l iving room has been 
interpreted as Tor and Bardur. Thus, we know the 
names of two of the farm's  inhabitants.  

Today the farm l ies l iterally in the middle of a 
river. Earlier the river ran in a bed in a plain with 
the farm lying close alongside the banks. When the 
archaeologists arrived at the site for the third season 
( 1 993), the river had spl it in two. Now excavation 
is a race against time. Perhaps the site wi l l  have 
disappeared altogether when the team arrives this 
summer. The initial part of the excavation season is 
spent removing 1 1  months of shifting sand, after 
which the sun can begin to thaw the permafrost, 
which hides the archaeological finds. 1 4C dating 
indicates that the oldest part of the farm is from 
about the year I 000. The weaving room was in use 
about 1200- 1 250. 

(translated by E. Peacock) 

Else @stergaard 
Conservation Department 
The National Museum of Denmark 
PO Box 260 
Brede 
DK-2800 Lyngby 
Denmark 
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Experimental Archaeology 

The Bronze Age Lady from Borum Eshoj, Denmark 

Such a lot of cloth in one skirt! That was one of the 
reasons that the Kalmar Uinsmuseum in Sweden 
decided to construct a copy of the woman's  cos
tume from Borum Esh0j ,  Denmark. To let a single 
person work through the long process from raw 
wool to finished costume using techniques as au
thentic as possible. That person was sure to gain 
invaluable experience. 

The Borum Esh0j costume consists of a skirt, belt 
and hair net (see Broholm and Hald, 1 940; Glob, 
1 97 1 ;  Munksgaard, 1 974). It had never before had a 
copy constructed, and that was another reason for 
starting the project. Several details offered interes
ting challenges: how to construct the beautiful  belt, 
and how to wear a 3 . 4 1  m wide wool skirt. Further 
it was the costume of an older woman in her late 
fifties. Most interest in Bronze Age costumes has 
been focused on the teenage girls from Egtved and 
Skrydstrup. To Kalmar Uinsmuseum's  Education 
Department the project has contributed great value. 
The Museum runs a mobile education service, spe
cialising in ancient technology. The project was run 
by two people: a textile artist and an archaeologist. 
A ful l  report will  be published in 1 996. 

Preparation 

Before starting much preparation was necessary. 
Several test samples were woven on different types 
of loom, and various wool qualities were tested. We 
had the opportunity of studying the original during 

a visit to the National Museum in Copenhagen. 
Here we were met graciously by the Textile Con
servation Department and generously offered much 
help and advice. This experience meant a lot to the 
project. 

Choosing and Preparing the Wool 

Today's sheep are very different from those of the 
Bronze Age, and we realised that we could not get 
both the right quality and the right colour. We de
cided that fibre was more important, and chose the 
wool of the Gute sheep. The fleece of the Gute 
sheep is fairly unchanged since the Viking Age. 
The wool is moulted in the early summer and can 
be picked easily; the colour is mainly grey. The 
wool that went into the skirt came from the islands 
of Gotland and Oland, and from the County of 
Kalmar. The wool of the blouse comes exclusively 
from the original Gute sheep stock on the island of 
Lilla Karlso , off Gotland. 

We used a deer antler comb to prepare the wool for 
spinning. Many prehistoric antler or bone combs 
show deep vertical wear marks. Could the reason be 
that they were used for hard, intensive work such as 
wool combing, rather than for the daily toilette of 
human hair? 

The Question of Loom 

Early Bronze Age textiles often have wedges. This 
indicates that the warp must have been unevenly 
strained during weaving, resulting in a convex 
shape that the wedges compensated for. From this 
one can draw the conclusion that the warp must 
have been stretched over fixed beams - a tubular 
loom. The skirt was 3 4 1  cm wide. To be on the 
safe side, we estimated that we needed a warp 
length of 645 cm. This rrieant that it had to be 
woven over three beams. The web then constituted 
a triangle with the vertical side towards the weaver 
(Fig. I ). We lack evidence of looms of the Bronze 
Age, except for their products - the textiles - and a 
small number of loom-weights. The existence of 
these few loom-weights might be explained by the 
way we constructed our loom. 

During the weaving, a thought came up: maybe the 
loom beams were fastened directly onto the posts 
carrying the roof of the house. The distance be-

e 11 tween these posts fits quite well for a loom. It �----------------------------------� 

Figure 1. 
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would have been a very practical arrangement, but 
one which has left no traces for the archaeologist to 
find. 

Warping 

The warp is very hard spun, 45-50°. It is S-spun 
and has a cross-section diameter of 1 - 1 .5 mm. This 
derives from using an over-weighted spindle and 
running it against the thigh. This provides consider
able speed and a very strong yam, but one which 
purls easily. This problem was solved by winding 
the yam in tight balls and steeping them in hot 
water. The warping was done while the yam was 
sti l l  wet, and it was left to dry on the loom. This 
process both straightened and strengthened the 
thread. 

During warping and weaving a rod served as warp
lock. After finishing the web the loops left by the 
rod were plaited into a border, the equivalent of 
which can be seen on the front of the original 
Borum Eshoj skirt. 

The warp was 1 94 ends wide. To achieve a good 
shed two sets of heddle rods were used. The upper 
had 8 cm long heddle loops and the lower 2 cm 
long loops. The heddle yam was spun very hard 
and thin, and plied into a 2-ply yam. 

Weft and Weaving 

The weft is not as hard-spun as the warp, but it sti l l  
tended to purl when released. It is Z-spin, 40-45°, 

with a cross-section diameter of 1 - 1 .5 mm. A yam 
like this would be unmanageable during weaving. 
To get it right, it was wound on a reel and dipped 
in hot water. After drying on the reel it was wound 
on sticks which later were used as shuttles. 

In the beginning it was difficult to get a clean shed. 
The back yams tended to join the threads of the 
artificial shed. This was counteracted by placing 
rods s lightly longer than the width of the web into 
the sheds. These were later moved to the lower, 
horizontal section of the loom and provided with 
loom-weights at both ends (Fig. I ). This was effec
tive and could explain the stray finds of Early 
Bronze Age loom weights. The width of the weave 
quickly declined. It became necessary to keep the 
web straight by tying it to the side posts. After that 
a width of 1 68 cm was kept for 550 cm. The 
weaving direction was upwards. It is quite possible 
to weave downwards but then you have to sit down 
and rise again for each change of shed. 

Just as on the original, a wedge was woven at the 
ending to get an oblique line. This border was later 
to be sewn to the plaited border. After cutting the 
web down the rod forming the warp-lock was care
fully withdrawn and the loops plaited into a decora 

tive border. The fabric was now loose, hard and 
stiff as sacking. 

Fulling 

Fulling took place on a flat rock. Water was boiled 
in a copper kettle, the folded cloth placed flat on 
the rock, and hot water poured over it. Barefooted 
women then trampled it. During the process the 
fabric was folded in different ways to get a satisfac
tory ful l ing. As this was done in early December, 
the cloth quickly lost warmth, and fresh, hot water 
had to be poured onto it. This caused the natural 
soft soap of the wool to disappear, and it had to be 
replaced by artificial soap. 

The ful ling lasted two hours. On a warm sunny day 
the warm rock would surely have made it possible 
to finish the work much quicker. 

Accessories 

The hair net was constructed from two-ply wool, 
Z2S, in the sprang technique. The net contains 1 58 

threads twisted into a beautiful pattern; each end is 
fastened by a six-ply yam. 

The belt was woven in warp-faced tabby with spin 
pattern stripes: the warp threads are divided into 
three sections. The middle section consists of Z
spun yams, the outer ones S-spun threads. The 
effect is clearly visible. It has been discussed 
whether the belt was made as a tablet braid on a 
rigid heddle or on a normal loom with soft heddles. 
We chose the latter alternative and set up a tubular 
warp for the belt. 

When the belt was ready the beautiful tassles re
mained. At one end the belt had I 04 fringes,

· 
at the 

other 88.  Each fringe was made of 4 threads: first 
two yams were plied into one, then the two 2-ply 
yams plied together. The end of the thread was 
open for making a loop. The loop was sewn over 
and finally all the loops threaded on thread. Making 
the tassels was very time-consuming! 

Reviving the Bronze Age 

In our opinion, a huge degree of authenticity is of 
vital importance to the results of an experiment. 
Our aim was consequently to get as close as pos
sible to the original, and to the original conditions 
of production. Naturally people from the 20'h cen
tury AD cannot convert themselves into Bronze 
Age people, but making the effort certainly taught 
us much. It is, for example, quite possible to 
achieve a satisfactory yam using a suspended 
spindle. In the Bronze Age, the yam needed for the 
costume may well have been spun over a longer 
period and by several people. We did it as a con
centrated effort by one person. We also found that 
it was possible to find answers to the questions of 
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looms and weaving techniques, despite the lack of 
surviving Bronze Age textile tools. We may even 
have found the answer to why only a few loom 
weights have been found in Bronze Age settle
ments. They may well have served for stretching 
the tubular weft over the beams of the loom. 

Figure 2. 

Figure 3. 
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Over the years several suggestions of how the 
costume was worn have been presented (Hansen, 
1 980 with further references.) Maybe all of them 
were used depending on the circumstances and the 
weather. The Peplos version in particular comes out 
very beautifully with wide folds at the back (Figs 2-
4). It was certainly a sign of great wealth wearing 
such an amount of cloth and taking it with you into 
the next world. 

References 
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Figure 4. 
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Inform ation Wanted 

Cloth Seals 

Kari Berg, student at the Faculty of Archaeology 
and Cultural H istory, University of Trondheim, is 
currently researching the cloth seals found during 
archaeological excavations of the Archbishop's 
Palace, Nidaros Cathedral, Trondheim, Norway. She 
would like contact with researchers and students 
interested in exchanging ideas and knowledge about 
lead seals and the medieval cloth trade in Europe. 

Kari Berg 
Fak.ark. 
Vitenskapsmuseet 
N-7004 Trondheim 
Norway 

Fax: (47) 73-592238 

Clothing and Textiles 

I have been doing some reading about the clothing 
and textiles of the Viking Age. I 've read about the 
cloth and dyes used. I have peered at gold brocaded 
tablet-woven bands. I have studied little stags done 
with wire and mica, and braided passamenteries. 
What I don' t  have a good feel for is how they all 
fit together. I know what the basic clothing looked 
l ike, but what did the actual embellished clothing 
look l ike? Where was the tablet weaving placed? 
What patterns were formed by the appliqued strips? 

Could someone point me to some information that 
would help me see the clothing. Has anyone done 
any reconstructions or drawings of the more elabor
ate pieces? I would need the information in English 
(or something with really good pictures). Are there 
any good books or articles that could help me? 

Ann Fairburn 
£-mail: 73672. 331 7@compuserve.com 

Late Saxon Textiles 

Philippa Henry, PhD student at the Department of 
Archaeology, University of Durham, UK, is under
taking research into changes in scale and mode of 

textile production in Late Saxon England, and how 
this relates to developments in textile production 
technology, and changes in the social, political and 
economic base of England during the tenth and 
eleventh centuries. 

If anyone knows of any unpubl ished material on 
Late Saxon textiles and production technology, as 
well as any obscure documentary sources relating to 
textile production, please contact Phi lippa Henry. 

Ms P.A. Henry 
Department of Archaeology 
University of Durham 
46 Saddler Street 
Durham DHI 3NU 
UK 

Metod/Meotod - The Measurer of Th read 

I am currently researching the Anglo-Saxon theol
ogy of Wyrd (variously designated the web of life 
or, indeed, the three Fates who were responsible for 
the weaving of the web). The concept of thread as 
a representation of life is al l important. The second 
of the Fates, who measured the thread, may be 
indentified with Metod or Meotod, l iterally meas
urer, though often translated as creator. She/he was 
subsequently absorbed into the Christian ethos. 

I would be grateful for any information or refer
ences which might further this  research, in partic
ular references to Wyrd, Metod or associated sub
jects and the results of practical archaeology which 
might support their importance, e.g., unexplained 
textile grave goods and representations of thread in 
other media, such as wood/stone carving, jewellery, 
etc. 

Al l  communications wil l  be answered and acknowl
edgements for information used included in book to 
be published in 1 997. 

He/en M Stevens 
True Embroideries 
The Mill House 
Market Weston 
DISS, Norfolk IP22 2PE 
UK 
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Update 

New Textile Finds at Lonne Hede, Denmark 

Excavations in May this year at L0nne Hede in 
Jutland, Denmark, have yielded several graves with 
well-preserved textile remains from the 1 "  and 2nd 

centuries AD. An earlier find from 1 969 has sup
plied the data for the reconstruction of a blue and 
red woman's  costume (Munksgaard and 0stergaard, 
1 988). The recent finds offer a singular chance of 
reconstructing a whole group of costumes from the 
Early Roman Iron Age. The excavations were di
rected by Lene B. Frandsen, Varde Museum. The 
finds are now at the Conservation Centre for Ribe, 
Ringkj0bing and S0nderjylland Counties, awaiting 
conservation. 

Literature 

Munksgaard, E. and 0stergaard, E. ( 1 988). Textiles 
and costumes from L0nne Hede. An Early Roman 
Iron Age burial. Archaeological Textiles. Report 

from the 2'"1 NESA T Symposium, 1 . -4. 5, 1984. 
Copenhagen (39-52). 

Lise Bender Jorgensen, on behalf of 

Lene B. Frandsen 
Varde Museum 
Lundvej 4 
DK-6800 Varde 
Denmark 

More on the Scythian " Princess" Found in 

Altai Mountains, Russia, Near Chinese Bor

der 

In the last issue of A TN (18/19, November 1 994) 
preliminary information was given about the 1 993 
grave find from the permafrost area of the Ukok 
High Plateau, Atai Mountains and further details 
requested from readers. Many subscribers have 
replied referring to the extensive and beautifully 
i l lustrated article in National Geographic. 

Regula Schorta, Head, Textile Conservation, 
Abegg-Stiftung, Berne, Switzerland, has written that 
the garments from the female grave, and an item of 
male dress from another grave excavated in 1 990 
have been conserved at the Abegg-Stiftung during 
the last few months. As can be seen from page 27 
these garments are presently on view as part of the 
Summer Exhibition at the Abegg. A member of the 
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team of Russian archaeologists who carried out the 
excavation, Miss Elena Shoumakova, spent a three
month internship in the conservation workshop and 
took part in the project. 

The following precis of information comes from the 
publication accompanying the Summer Exhibition, 
Meisterwerke der Textilkunst 1995, Abegg-Stiftung 
and was kindly made available by Dr. Schorta. The 
Institute of Archaeology and Ethnography of the 
Russian Scientific Academy (Siberian Branch) sent 
all the woven textile finds to the Institute. In the 
grave Ak-Alakha 1 (circa. 400 BC) there were two 
coffins from which a pair of trousers had survived. 
These were in wool 2/2 twil l  with a cloth width of 
27 cm and composed of four pieces. A square of 
cloth served as a gusset. The cloth was woven from 
sheep's  wool mixed with traces of camel hair, and 
dyed with madder. 

From the woman's  grave, Ak-Alakha 3 (circa 
400BC) the skirt, girdle and pouch, and blouse are 
extant. Pieces of felt also survived but were not sent 
to the Institute; nor was the pouch. The long skirt 
was made of wool again with traces of camel hair 
in a fine 2/2 twil l .  The skirt was constructed from 
three pieces with two seams joining sections. The 
dyes are red, yellow and a strong red. The width at 
the bottom is 225 cm. The skirt was at the natural 
waist on the body in the grave but the length would 
then fal l  far below her feet so perhaps it was worn 
higher on the body in l ife. The girdle is made from 
red wool with tassles at each end. There was a 
mirror in the pouch. 

The blouse is made from an almost transparent silk 
cloth which is undyed. The silk is not from the 
cultivated silkworm but is wild silk (i.e. Tussah 
silk). The cloth is at least 1 55 cm wide in tabby 
weave. The seams at the neck, centre front, dropped 
upper armholes and wrists are all edged with a 
narrow red wool plaited band. 

The young woman wore an elaborate hairstyle and 
headdress. Her long hair was twisted around her 
head and a tall headdress extended above. This 
headdress is composed of a small cap of fine black 
wool on a firm layer of wool felt with the narrow 
shield-shaped ornament also made of the fine black 
wool rising above. There is a further ornament of 
animals in front and a long wooden stick to keep it 
secure. The coiffure was kept in place with a tube
like hairnet. 

As noted, these garments are on exhibition from 
May 7 - November 1 ,  1 995 at the Abegg-Stiftung, 
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Wemer Abegg Strasse 67, 3 1 32 Rigcrisbercr B , ,, em, 
Switzerland. 

Literature 

Polosmak, N. ( 1 994). A mummy unearthed from the 
pastures of heaven. National Geographic 186(4) 
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Elizabeth Wincott Heckett 
Department of Archaeology 
University College Cork 
Cork 
Ireland 

The Manchester Medieval Textiles Project 

The Manchester Medieval Textiles Project, a com
puterised catalogue and annoted bibliography of 
medieval texti les of the British Isles, has made 
considerable progress this year. With the help of 
Maria Fitzgerald, our tireless research assistant 
progress has been made refining the database, �oi
Iecting published material (and photocopying every
thing practicable, so that we build up a reference 
l ibrary) and inputting data. As a necessary prelimi
nary we have compiled a Thesaurus of search terms 
and a larger Glossary, of which the Thesaurus wil l  
be a subset. We have utilised the usual reference 
books, such as AAT, C1ETA/Bumham and ICOM 
but we are finding ambiquities and divergent defi�i
�ions, and would appreciate the opinions of special
Ists. 

If any reader would like to contribute to our work 
on the Glossary, please get in touch with us, and 
await the arrival of a large wad of paper. 

Dr Gale R. Owen-Crocker 
Dept of English 
University of Manchester 
Manchester Ml3 9PL 
UK 

Dr Elizabeth Coatsworth 
Dept of History of Art & Design 
Manchester Metropolitan University 
Manchester MI5 6BG 
UK 

More on "More on Silk in Ancient Egypt" 

Additional note to the article "More on S i lk in Anc
ient Egypt" A TN 18119, p 24. 

" I  am indebted to Carol Andrews, Egyptologist at 
the British Museum, for pointing out that among all 
the very detailed records of imports into Egypt 
there is no mention of s i lk, and indeed that there is  
no word for s i lk in the language. She also cast 
doubt on the dating of the mummy on which the 
silk was found, so in addition to investigating the 
possible source of the s ilk, she thinks that the 
mummy ought to be re-dated using modem 
methods." 

Dr Michael Ryder 
4 Osprey Close 
Lord's Wood 
Southampton SO 16 BEX 
UK 

Correction : NESA T V 

In the paper on the finds from the Norse settlement 
on Greenland (Ameborg and 0stergaard, 1 995) Fig 
6, page 1 75,  was identified as a staple of wool . The 
text should read a staple of reindeer wool. 

Reference 

Ameborg, J. and 0stergaard, E. ( 1 995). Notes on 
archaeological finds of textiles and texti le equip
ment from the norse western settlement in Green
land (a preliminary report). In Jaacks, G and Tidow, 
K., Eds., Textilsymposium Neumiinster. Archaolog
ische Textilfunde - Archaeological Textiles 4. -
7.5. I993 (NESAT V). Textilmuseum Neumiinster, 
Neumiinster ( 1 62- 1 77). 

Else 0stergaard 
Conservation Department 
The National Museum of Denmark 
PO Box 260 
Brede 
DK-2800 Lyngby 
Denmark 

Revival of the Archaeological Leather 

Group 

The Archaeological Leather Group has recently 
been revived. Its aims are to promote the study of 
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leather and leather objects from archaeological 
contexts, by leather scientists, conservators and 
artefact specialists. 

The first issue of the re-launched Archaeological 
Leather Group (ALG) Newsletter appeared this 
spring. It is planned to have two issues of the news
letter per year, Jan./Feb. and July/ August. In addi
tion to articles on the recent research in Scotland 
and Roman nai l ing patterns, the first issue has 
notices of meetings, publications, etc. 

Subscription rates are: ordinary (UK and overseas) -
£ 1 0.00; student (UK and overseas) - £5 .00. Sub
scription payment can be sent to Christopher 
Calnan, Treasurer - ALG, 57 Park Avenue South, 
Northampton NN3 3AB, UK. 

Dr C. van Driel-Murray 
Instituut voor Pre- en Protohistorische Archeologie 
Nieuwe Prinsengracht 130 
NL-1 018 VZ Amsterdam 
The Netherlands 

Errata 

To the article "Correction" by Dr. M.L. Ryder 
which appeared in A TN 18/19, p 23 . A line was 
omitted from the following sentence: "I did not 
imply that the fibres were actually being used like 
modem cashmere, but rather that these were goat
fibre contaminents in the wool caused by the 
common practice of running goats with sheep." 

The Editor apologises for this oversight. 

Exhibitions 

Heavens ' Embroidered Clothes: One Thousand 

Years of Chinese Textiles 

23.  June - 1 7. September, 1 995 
Hong Kong Museum of Art, Hong Kong 

Exhibition of Chinese textiles from the Song, Yuan, 
Ming and Qing dynasties. Jointly organised by the 
Oriental Ceramic Society of Hong Kong and the 
Urban Council. The 300 objects on view range from 
the Song to the Qing dynasties and include more 
than 20 pieces of kesi and embroidery from the 
Liaoning Museum in Shenyang, China; rare exam
ples of needlelooping, Ming rank badges and Impe
rial robes from a noted private collection and a 
large embroidered Yongle mark thanka. 
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AdR Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Restauratoren 
I Association of Restorers 

Heidemarie Farke wishes to inform the readership 
of A TN about the AdR (Association of Restorers). 
The association has ten Study Groups which con
centrate the exchange of ideas within specific 
working fields. The Archaeology, Excavation and 
Textiles Study Groups would be of interest to 
readers. 

For further information, contact 

Heidemarie Farke 
Archaologisches Landesmuseum 
SchloB Gottorf 
D-24837 Schleswig 
Germany 

Missing Persons 

The postal service has returned a number of copies 
of the last issue (18/19) of A TN. If anyone knows 
of the whereabouts of the following people, please 
either let them know their copy is in Trondheim or 
contact the Editor. 

T. Jennings (London, Ontario, Canada) 
J. Kjar (Aibany, NY, USA) 
R. Scott (Anglesey, Gwynned, Wales, UK) 
G. Snell (Copenhagen, Denmark) 

Graduate Show 

September 2 1 .  - October 29, 1 995 
Courtauld Institute of Art, London, UK 

The Textile Conservation Centre's  graduating stu
dents' practical object treatments and investigative 
projects wil l  be presented in the Prints and 
Drawings Gallery. 

Masterpieces of Textile Art 

May 7 - November 1 ,  1 995 
Abegg-Stiftung, Bern, Switzerland 

The summer exhibition at the Abegg is made up of 
three sections. The first part consists of finely 
painted large cloths made to be hung in churches 
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between the nave and the chancel during the Lenten 
season. They date from the late medieval period and 
are unusual and rare examples of this type of art 
from Germany. These pieces have recently been 
conserved at the Institute. 

The second part of the exhibition displays two 
examples of cloth and garments from grave exca
vations. The first consists of clothing from the 
recent excavations of Pazyryk culture graves (see 
Update page 25). The second is of cloth remains 
from the tomb of King Rudolph I of Bohemia 
(reigned 1 306- 1 307 AD) from the Cathedral in 
Prague. These pieces have also been conserved at 
the Institute. 

Conferences 

Chinese Textiles: Technique, Design and Patterns 

of Use 

The Textile Society of Hong Kong 
June 24-25, 1 995 
Hong Kong 

The conference wil l  explore the development of 
Chinese textiles from the Warring States period up 
to the present. I l lustrated lectures will address such 
topics as the decorative l inks between textiles and 
ceramics in the Ming and Qing periods, the geneal
ogy of silk tapestry and Chinese garments, the 
Daoist tradition of l iturgical clothing, as well as 
many other topics relating to the history and aes
thetics of Chinese textiles. Each lecture wil l  include 
a discussion period and the programme includes 
tours of the exhibition to be led by several experts 
in the field. 

For further information: 

Chinese Textile Conference 
c/o 1 Balberose 
1 34 Pokfulam Road 
Hong Kong 

Tel :  (852) 28 1 7  3305 
Fax: (852) 2 8 1 7  1 1 28 

Symposium on Spinning 

September 8.- 1 0, 1 995 
Ethnographic Museum, Gothenburg, Sweden 

Spinning is an ancient handicraft which is the base 
of all texti le manufacturing. It appears all over the 
world and therefore has developed in different ways 
depending on local conditions such as available 
materials. It has traditionally been a female handi-

The third section is made up of a third of the 
Abegg's medieval texti le holding which comprises 
the Egyptian and Spanish part of the collection. 
This exhibition marks the publication of the Cata
logue of the Institute's collection of medieval tex
t iles: Otavsky, K. und Salim, M.A.M. ( 1 995). Mit
telalterliche Textilien I (A.gypten, Persien und Mes
opotamien, Spanien und Nordafrika) . Abegg
Stiftung, Riggisberg. 

Textiles from Masada 

June 1 .  - October 1 995 
British Museum, London, UK 

craft that sti l l  leaves traces in our symbolic lan
guage. 

This symposium wishes to emphasize spinning for 
many reasons. First there have to be different spin
ning techniques and therefore they have to be 
taught through a l iving tradition. Second the subject 
should be looked upon from a historical point of 
view. It is a very important subject economically 
and historically for women. 

Third this symposium is to enable contacts and 
understanding between different groups of people 
within Scandinavia, and between Scandinavian 
women, and for instance immigrant women. It is of 
great importance that theorists and practitioners 
meet, since practitioners often find it difficult to put 
their knowledge into words. The meeting between 
these groups is an extremely important part of this 
symposium. 

Speakers include: Bengt Molander, Britt-Mari Nas
strom, Lise Bender-J0rgensen and Bertil Froden 
from the University of Gothenburg, Sven Erik 
Isaksson of the Ethnographic Museum, Kerstin 
Gustafsson, Gertrud Grenander-Nyberg, Anna Eker
wald, Marta Hoffman (Norway), Dorothy Mi l ler 
(USA), Satu Hukkinen (Finland), Elinbjort Jons
dottir (Iceland), Nicolina Jensen Beder (Faroe 
Islands). 

For information contact: 

Kerstin Gustafsson 
Ethnographic Museum 
Gothenburg, Sweden 

Tel :  (46)-(0)3 1 -6 1 2430/6 1 2779 
Fax: ( 46)-(0)3 1 -7730920. 
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Wool Seminar: The World of Colour 

September 1 5 - 1 7, 1 995 
G1amsbjerg, Denmark 

This wool seminar is the third arranged by De 
Fynske Fiireavlere I The Funen Sheep-Breeders 
Association. These weekend theme seminars of 
lectures and workshops enable people interested in 
wool to gather to exchange experiences and broaden 
their knowledge. This year's theme is colour. 

Further details are available from Marianne J0rgen
sen, tel : (45)-64-72 1 5 12 .  

Those wishing to  attend should contact: 

Uldseminar 1 995 
Dorthe Mortensen 
Kalvegangen 23 
DK-547 1 S0nders0 
Denmark 

Textile Conservation Centre Conferences 

The Textile Conservation Centre based at Hampton 
Court Palace, UK is this year celebrating its 201h 
anniversary. This is to be marked by a series of 
three one-day conferences to be held in London to 
explore and debate conservation 1ssues. 

Room for Interpretation 

July I ,  1 995 
Wigmore Haii/Wallace Collection, London, UK 

Issues of taste, authenticity and viability will be 
debated. Chaired by Dr. Geoffrey Beard, speakers 
include Rosalind Savill (Director, Wallace Collec
tion), Kate Gill (Textile Conservation Centre), 
Lesley Wilson (freelance upholstery conservator), 
Paul Tier and Colin Jenner (Wallace Collection), 
and Ian Bristow and Julius Bryant (English Heri
tage). The day will conclude with discussion groups 
in the Wallace Collection. 

The Fabric of Art 

September 22, 1 995 
Courtauld Institute of Art, London, UK 

How should practitions and conservators view and 
assess painted textiles in relation to paintings? This 
topic will be chaired by Professor Christopher 
Green and discussed by Michael Archer (Chelsea 
College of Art), Stephen Hackney (Tate Gallery), 
Doreen Rockliff (Textile Conservation Centre), and 
Lynn Szygenda (Embroiderers' Guild). 
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Sacred Dirt 

October 1 6, 1 99 5 
Museum of Mankind, London, UK 

The relationship between ethnographic textile and 
dirt in its many aspects wil l  be discussed. Chaired 
by Dr. Howard Morphy, speakers include Professor 
Mary Douglas, Paul Hughes (leading dealer in pre
Columbian textiles), Amy de la Haye (Victoria and 
Albert Museum), conservators from the Homiman 
Museum and curiatorial staff at the Museum of 
Mankind. 

Further details of these conferences are available 
from: 

The Textile Conservation Centre 
Apartment 22, Hampton Court Palace 
East Molesey, Surrey KT8 9AU 
UK 

Tel: (44) (0) 1 8 1  977 4943 
Fax: (44) (0) 1 8 1  977 908 1  
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Conferences 

Eva Jordan Farbach: Arclz iiologisches Textil- und 

Lederkolloqium 

Am 25 . 1 0 . 1 994 fand im Freiburger Colombischl oss
chen ein Kolloqium zum Thema "Arch aologische 
Textil- und Lederfunde" statt, zu dem das Institut 
fiir Ur- und Friihgeschichte zusammen mit dem 
Landesdenkmalamt Baden-W iirttemberg eingeladen 
hatte. Die Veranstaltung begann mit zwei Vor
triigen, die die Leder- und Textilfunde aus der 
Latrinengrube des Freiburger Augustinerklosters 
zum Inhalt hatten. 

Frau Dr. Finger/in (Landesdenkmalamt Baden
Wiirttemberg, Abt. Archaologische Denkmalptlege, 
Freiburg) wies in ihrem Beitrag die Tiitigkeit eines 
Flickschusters im Kloster nach, der vermutlich von 
stiidtischen Schustem ausgediente Schuhle als Flick
material bezog. Frau Banck (Institut fiir Ur- und 
Friihgeschichte, Freiburg) stellte ihre Forschungser
gebnisse an den Texti l ien aus derselben Latrinen
grube vor und verglich sie mit entschprechenden 
Textilfunden des norddeutschen Raumes. An
schliessend konnten die Funde u.a. unter Binoku
laren besichtigt werden, wobei sich manches inter
essantes Gespriich ergab. 

Nach der Mittagspause folgte ein Referat von Herrn 
Tidow (Textilmuseum Neum iinster), in dem er be
tonte, dass die kirchlichen und musealen Samm
lungen mittelalterlicher Textil ien und deren techno
logische Erforschung stiirker bei der Bearbeitung 
archaologischer Textil ien beriicksichtigt werden 
sol !ten. 

In den beiden letzten Vortriigen kamen mit Frau 
Farke (Archaologisches Landesmuseum der Christi
an-Albrechts Universitat, Schleswig) und Frau 
Bartel (Bayerisches Landesamt fiir Denkmalptlege, 
Bamberg) zwei Restauratorinnen archaologischer 
Textilien zu Wort. Sie wiesen an Hand von Bei
spielen darauf hin, wie wichtig der umsichtige, 
verantworungsvolle Umgang mit metallenem Gra
bungsgut ist, auf dessen Obertliiche haufing ankor
rodierte, mineralisierte Textilreste zu erwarten sind. 
Diese konnen oft genug wertvolle Hinweise auf 
deren Gebrauch geben. 

In dieser Veranstaltung wurde einmal mehr deut
lich, welcher Stellenwert in der archaologischen 
Forschung der Erhaltung und Beriicksichtigung der 
zumeist unscheinbaren textilen Grabungsfunde 
zukommt. 

Heidemarie Farke 
Arc ha ologisches Landesmuseum 
SchlojJ Gottorf 
D-2483 7 Schleswig 
Germany 

(Reprinted from ICOM-CC Textile Working Group 
Newsletter 1 ( 1 995).) 
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